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follows: The minister's cat is a little cat;
a laughing cat; a lean cat? etc. No word may
be used more than once, and the winner is
the one who can stay in the game longest,
thus disclosing ability to name the greatest
number of adjectives.
Geographical Game. The person starting
the game uses a sentence containing some
geographical word, as "I live in America."
The next player must use a sentence contain-
ing a term beginning with the last letter in
America, as "I crossed the Atlantic." The
third player gives a sentence containing a
word beginning with "C," and so on. No
geographical term may be repeated, and
those who make mistakes or cannot think
of a term drop out of the game.
John Brown's Body. This is a nonsense
game that is sure to create much laughter.
The players sing in unison the chorus "John
Brown's body lies a mouldering in the grave."
The first time they sing the four lines entire.
The second time they sing all but the first
word, John; instead of singing that word
they nod the head. The next time they give
two nods and begin with the word body, and
so on through the song.
Old Mrs. McKinsey is Bead. This is an-
other nonsense game. The first player says
to his right-hand neighbor, "Old Mrs.
McKinsey is dead." "How did she dief
asks the second player. "This way," and
player number one waves his right hand back
and forth. The answer and question go
round the circle, and each player keeps Ms
hand waving. Then number one begins
again, and when asked how the old lady
died, waves his left hand. This also goes
round the circle. The third time the leader
nods Ms head, the fourth time he shakes a
foot, and so on. The game can be kept up
as long as the players wish. After a num-
ber of rounds the players usually have to stop
because they are exhausted with laughter*
Elementary Elocution, Each of the play-
ers is given a slip with the name of a Mother
Goose jingle written on it* As their names
are called each player mounts a chair and
delivers, as dramatically as possible, the
rhyme assigned Mm. This affords good op-
portunity for mock heroics and plenty of
fun. Prizes may be given for cleverness of
interpretation. A variant of this idea is
to have familiar songs, especially comie ones,
sting in -grand opera style.
Acted Music,   Those who possess phono-
 graphs can entertain their guests in a some-
what unusual way by having various selec-
tions acted out. Certain persons must be
chosen beforehand and drilled. For example,
someone may dress up as a grand opera
prima donna and go through all the motions
of singing while the phonograph is rendering
the aria. Sousa's marches may be conducted
by a person imitating the "March King."
There are many other stars who can be rep-
resented.
A Dress-up Affair. This is a contest in
getting into and out of garments quickly.
Each of the guests brings with her a suit-
case filled with a specified number of non-
descript garments. The cases are passed
around later, so that no one may know what
the one given to her contains. At a given
signal the cases are opened, and each player
piits on, exactly in the order in which she
touches them, the garments in the case. As
soon as she has used them all she must take
them off again, pack them in her suitcase,
and close it. The one who finishes first is
the winner. The ridiculous appearance of
the players gives an added clement of fun.
Who Am I? This is an excellent game
to play when there is a large number of
guests and the hostess wishes them to get
acquainted with one another. A Blip bear-
ing the name of a noted person is pinned
on the back of each guest, and as the guests
circulate about they ask one another "Who
am If" The answers may suggest the names
on the slips, but must not inform the ques-
tioners outright.
Miscellaneous Guessing Contests. A num-
ber of contests follow which will test the
ingenuity of the players. The hostess in
most eases should write otit the exercises on
slips of paper and have the guests write the
answers. Prizes may be given for accuracy
and originality*
A Missing Bong Homanee* Write out the
following questions and leave blank apace
for the answers. As each question is read
someone at the piano plays a strain of the
song to be guessed. The title of the song
in each case is the answer to the question.
 1.	What was the hero's name?   Ben Bolt.
 2.	What was Ms sweetheart's name?   An*
nie Laurie.
3.	What made him become a soldier f
Battle Cry of Freedom.
4.	For what did he oiler bis life?
and Home Sweet

